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THE IAST OF THE BIG SPENDERS

WILI.IAMSBURG, VA.--"Jen:y Ford's chances look dam good and are getting better all the
time," Senator Bcb Dole said this nmning in a speech to the Annual Meeting of the Iabor
Policy Association in Williamsburg, Virginia.
"For tb:>se of us who are ooncerned about naking

~real

governxrent, "Dole continued, "that's as it should be.

changes for the better in

To p.It it bluntly, arcong all the

candidates running, Jerry Ford is the best man for the job."
Characterizing the Derocratic prinary raoe, Dole said there

are "actually three dif-

ferent races being corrlucted to detexmine the frort:runner in the liberal, oonservative
and

middl~of-the

rocrl factions of the Party." Saying Scx:q:> Jackson and Jinmy Carter are

the current front runners of the

middle-of-~road

faction, Dole went on to define this

as the faction "whose can:lidate nust be sufficiently exciting to keep his followers interested while also not being rufficiently specific on any issue to alienate either the conservative or liberal factions of the Party.
and to
the

a~ar

The ability to speak withcnt saying anything

to be all things to all people are characteristics of the front rurmefs in

middle-of-~road

faction. "

Dole also mentioned a group, outside the factions, which includes Senators Kennedy and
H\Jlq;tlrey -

the non-card:i.dates.

"A non-candidate is a candidate who is waiting for the

factions to deadlock," Dole said defining the last

gra1p.

I

The Kansas Senator said his forecasts for Ccngressional elections in 1976 are premised

on the "idea that the people of Arrerica are reedy for a little restraint by their government.

If this premise is right, then the dlanoes for

Congressional elections are good."
of oatacl¥Slliic changes that
in the

nak~up
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significant changes in the

Dole said that while he is not predicting the kind
give Republicans oontrol, he Cbes foresee major changes

of the Congress, with "the real possibility that the 94th Congress may

cp down in history as the last of the big spenders."
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